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 Blackberry Desktop Manager (BlackBerry Desktop Browser) * The latest version of Blackberry Desktop Manager allows Blackberry users to load and sync their BlackBerry applications to their BlackBerry device. BlackBerry Desktop Manager is available for the Blackberry Classic, Blackberry Pearl, Blackberry Bold and Blackberry Storm models. BlackBerry Desktop Manager supports the following
features: * Synchronizes BlackBerry applications between your computer and Blackberry device * Allows users to upload applications to their device * Allows users to download applications and send email * Browse and sync your applications using your Blackberry desktop browser * Backup your Blackberry device to your computer * Supports all common transfer protocols including USB, mail,
Bluetooth, and IMAP * Installs and manages your Blackberry applications using an intuitive GUI * Backup your Blackberry device using a graphical interface * Can use the Internet to browse and sync your applications * Supports both the Blackberry Keyboard application and Blackberry TypePad application * Supports keyboard shortcuts such as page up, page down, search, and end * One click

application backup * Ability to preview content before downloading * Command line support for more options * Ability to schedule backups and user commands * Allows you to backup your Blackberry data to your computer * Allows you to schedule your Blackberry Desktop Manager to start at boot time * Allows you to specify the profile of your Blackberry device and the size of the application
downloads * Allows you to backup your Blackberry data to a different computer The Blackberry Desktop Manager * The latest version of Blackberry Desktop Manager allows Blackberry users to load and sync their BlackBerry applications to their BlackBerry device. BlackBerry Desktop Manager is available for the Blackberry Classic, Blackberry Pearl, Blackberry Bold and Blackberry Storm models.
BlackBerry Desktop Manager supports the following features: * Synchronizes BlackBerry applications between your computer and Blackberry device * Allows users to upload applications to their device * Allows users to download applications and send email * Browse and sync your applications using your Blackberry desktop browser * Backup your Blackberry device to your computer * Supports all
common transfer protocols including USB, mail, Bluetooth, and IMAP * Installs and manages your Blackberry applications using an intuitive GUI * Backup your Blackberry device using a graphical interface * Can use the Internet to browse and sync your applications * Supports both the Blackberry Keyboard application and Blackberry TypePad application * Supports keyboard shortcuts such as page

up, page down, search, and end * One click application backup * Ability to preview content before downloading * Command line support for more options * Ability to schedule backups and user commands * Allows 520fdb1ae7
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